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By The Exposé April 25, 2022

American Airlines pilot who suffered Cardiac Arrest minutes after
landing blames Covid-19 injection he was forced to get
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An American Airlines pilot suffered cardiac arrest minutes after landing his plane. Thankfully he survived,
and he fully believes the Covid-19 injection he was forced to get by his employers is to blame.

Let’s not lose touch, subscribe today to receive the latest news from The Exposé in your inbox…

Steve Kirsch sat down for an interview with Josh Yoder of US Freedom Flyers about American Airlines Captain Bob
Snow. Snow had a cardiac arrest minutes after landing the plane. He nearly died.

According to Snow, it’s pretty clear that his cardiac arrest was due to the experimental COVID vaccine that American
Airlines forced him to take to keep his job.

Key points in the video interview below include:

1. How Snow knows it was the vaccine and not just “bad luck”
2. American Airlines never called Snow in the hospital even though it was their fault he took the vaccine and

almost died. You’d think he’d get a call from the CEO. Instead, the only thing they did was fly his family to the
hospital to meet with him.

3. We need to be testing every vaccinated pilot with EKG, D-dimer, troponin, and cardiac MRIs to assess their
health. This is for their health and for the safety of the flying public. The airlines and/or FAA should be requiring
this. Myocarditis can be subclinical so pilots may not know they are injured.

4. The airlines are NOT doing the screenings required to assess pilot health and passenger safety. Presumably,
this is because doing those screenings would: 1) reveal to the public how unsafe the vaccines are and increase
vaccine hesitancy, and 2) disqualify too many pilots. Yoder estimates that 30% of the pilots may need to be
disqualified due to heart conditions caused by the vaccine. Therefore, the most likely outcome is that the airlines
will pretend this incident never happened and the CDC will claim without evidence that there is no link to the
vaccine like they usually do. The press will give them a pass on this and not ask any hard questions.

5. When a plane goes down and people are killed, it’s OK for the airlines because the insurance companies will
pay and everyone will pretend it was just a freak accident that couldn’t have been avoided.
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Because we are 100% funded by you 
we urgently need your support 
to keep The Expose online. 

If every single one you reading
this supported us today no matter 
how large or small a donation then 
The Expose could keep bringing you 
the facts the mainstream refuse to 
for at least another year.
 
It’s secure, quick, and easy…

Please choose your preferred 
method to show your support

Send Bitcoin

The Expose Bitcoin Wallet Address – 
 3KpsgfuEX6v7w83aVN4b1dfCZTzas7Kt74

Send Monero

The Expose Monero Wallet Address – 
 89bg5cqeUpiBq3ci8ZaAco6wh87FP4xJLMXtajv5VkSueijLgmbVxr4fud5qMEih5D2655XGVcHHnVwx5X4idmCS7w3wSxa

The W.H.O’s proposed ‘Pandemic Treaty’ is a huge threat to the Freedom of ordinary, hardworking people
Panic in Boris Johnson’s UK as Fully Vaccinated have a higher Covid Hospitalisation-Rate than the Unvaccinated
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High number of Strokes caused by the Covid-19 Vaccines may explain why so many of the Vaccinated are also going
Blind
Nigeria: After Many Deadlines, 73 million SIM-NIN Unlinked Subscribers Barred from Making Calls
Plastics Used in Face Masks Have Been Found in Patients’ Lungs
Triple Vaccinated now up to 5 times more likely to be infected with Covid-19 than the Unvaccinated as Vaccine
Effectiveness falls to MINUS-391%
Fully Vaccinated nearly 3 times more likely to die of Covid-19 than the Unvaccinated as Vaccine Effectiveness against
Death falls to MINUS-166%
Prediction: If another “pandemic” can result in more power for the power-hungry, there will likely be another
“pandemic”
Fourth Phase Water and Sunshine Is Good for Your Heart
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